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GENERAL – PLEASE TAKE TIME TO READ THROUGH THESE INSTRUCTIONS
Use of TeleBeam
TeleBeam has been developed primarily for the conversion of fink pattern roof trusses at
nominal 600mm centres, with a maximum clear span from 5.8m to 8.4m depending upon which
system is used, i.e., TB5.8 has a maximum clear span of 5.8m between external walls with
normal interlocking concrete tile or slate loading. Please check that your installation complies
with these limits. If in doubt, please consult TeleBeam for further clarification.
Technical helpline 01380 739000, e-mail info@telebeam.co.uk.
Check to ensure if there are any girder trusses to any roof projections and ensure they do not
take any additional loading as a result of the conversion. If in any doubt check with TeleBeam
or a local structural engineer/surveyor. TeleBeam can supply specially fabricated binder
support beams to deal with girder truss situations (see section 18 below).

Health and Safety
Allow for all and adequate Health and Safety provisions, including professionally erected
scaffolding complying with BS1139-2.2:1991 with all handrails, toe-boards and well-secured
ladder access.
Allow for all protective clothing, including safety boots, hard hat, gloves and eye protection when
cutting or drilling. Allow also for face masks when dealing with fibreglass based insulation
materials or any other hazardous materials.

Scaffolding Access
TeleBeam can be fitted from one side of the eaves, although if roof-lights or dormers are being
fitted to both sides of the roof, full scaffolding is recommended. The scaffolding should be
erected so that the handrail height is approximately at or just below gutter level for ease of
installing the beams.

Lifting
Take all precautions when lifting heavy materials. The aluminium beams are relatively light
when compared to steel but generally the floor beams are a two man lift. The heaviest beam is
the TB8.4 floor beam at around 50kg. Take special care when handling longer items. Take
care also when working in the proximity of any overhead electrical services, cables, etc.

Preparation of Loft Space
Remove/disconnect all hot water cistern/top-up tank and support stands, all pipework and
electrical cables likely to be affected by the installation of the beams and remove loft insulation
to prepare the loft space. Insulation may be bagged up and re-used for sound insulation if
suitable. If an additional fire blanket is to be provided e.g., Knauff Rocksilk cavity fire barrier this
is to be laid directly on top of the plasterboard ceiling prior to installation of the beams.

Fixings
To minimise the possibility of galvanic corrosion and where in contact with aluminium, stainless
steel fixings should be used throughout. This includes all nuts, bolts, washers, threaded rod,
joist hangers and screws.
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INSTALLATION OF TELEBEAMS

1. Opening the Roof
Remove the equivalent of three rows of tiles on the preferred eaves side. Remove the
tile battens and first line of felt. It is advisable to have a roll of felt to hand as a
temporary measure in inclement weather as this can be quickly put in place and should
underlap the second line of felt to provide a reasonable temporary weatherproof
covering.
2. Packing of Wall plate
The existing wall plates will have to be packed up to provide a clearance between the
TeleBeams and existing ceiling and noggins where provided. The packing needs to be
25mm above the highest point, i.e., ceiling or noggin. Provide 100mm wide packing to
full width of wall plate, cut between each truss spacing and fixed (can be simply glued or
‘skew’ screwed or nailed) to the existing wall plate. Ensure the ends of the TeleBeams
do not foul the felt/battens.
3. Span Check
At the outer edges and middle of the roof–run check the total span overall the wall
plates as this is the total length of TeleBeam required. From this overall dimension,
deduct the length of the central box beam and divide the remainder by two to give the
amount of projection required for the outriggers for the appropriate span. It is best to
check a TeleBeam set up with this projection to
ensure that the overall length of TeleBeam is
equal to the overall span of the wall plates.
Once this has been checked, mark all outriggers
with a marker pen on the top flange to ensure
correct projection. The outriggers must be
inserted into the TeleBeams a minimum of
600mm or as specified by Telebeam. Please
check this. When checking the pattern TeleBeam
also mark the position of the holes for the
connection to the ceiling tie braces (see 8 below).
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4. Positioning of Central Box Beams
Place short lengths of tile batten or similar material roughly along the ridgeline of the
building as a temporary support for the
TeleBeams. It is easier to remove short lengths
of material from under the TeleBeams.
Load the TeleBeams up the scaffold and into the
roof space pivoting over the handrail and position
the TeleBeams either side of each truss, down
through the length of the roof, with a single
TeleBeam positioned against the gable end
trusses. Ensure that the grub screw is loosened
to allow the outriggers and sole plate angles to
be fitted without fouling.

5. Inserting Outriggers
Insert the outriggers from one side with the opposing outrigger inserted pointed end
first, pushing the outrigger fully into the box beam. With the opposing outrigger or timber
batten, push the first outrigger right through the box section and extend both outriggers
to the required projection so that the total length of the TeleBeam assembly is the
correct overall span. Alternatively, the outrigger may be inserted from within the roof
space.
Insert the aluminium angle plates into the gap between the top flange of the outrigger
and the end of the floor beam with the holed leg vertical for fixing of the sole plates. If
the stud wall line steps out e.g., into a dormer use flat shims provided in lieu of the
angles.
Tighten the grubscrew in order to secure the outriggers and angle plates in the correct
position. Do not over-tighten these grub screws. The horizontal loads are taken by the
truss ties. During normal conditions, the TeleBeams are not in tension and take vertical
load only.
6. Positioning of the Beams
Position the TeleBeams against either side of
each truss throughout the length of the roof, or
as indicated on the beam layout provided,
ensuring that the ends of the outriggers are fully
supported on the full 100mm width of the packed
wall plate and that the TeleBeams clear all
obstructions, i.e., noggins and ceiling finishes.
There is no need to fix the TeleBeams to the
wall plates.
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7. Stairwell
Provide multiple trimming TeleBeams either side of the stairwell and one against the
end trusses as beam layout indicates, in addition to a TeleBeam either side of each
truss. Check the position of the existing trusses and desired stairwell location. Check
with the joiner the total size of stairwell required from face of plaster finishes to trimming
joist and allow for any bolt head projections.
Trim the stairwell opening out in the same way that timber floor joists would be trimmed
out for the staircase, supporting the trimmers on heavy-duty stainless-steel joist hangers
supplied by TeleBeam, bolted to the TeleBeams with M12 stainless steel nuts, bolts and
washers, utilising all fixing holes provided. Ensure the stairs comply with all relevant
Building Regulation Part K requirements of going, rise and headroom.
Drill through TeleBeams with 13mm metal drill bit (supplied) for fixing, ensuring that the
trimming TeleBeams either side of the stairwell are bolted together using M12 stainless
steel bolts, with nuts and washers to secure joist
hanger and join beams together.
Trimming Telebeams only require bolting
together at hanger locations with bolts passing
though all beams. Check stairwell size to ensure
adequate going and width for staircase/handrail.
Notch bottom flange of beam to allow it to pass
over bolts where required. Use 4.5mm diameter
drill bit (supplied) as pilot holes for screws and
fix 20mm self-tapping screws (supplied) to side
straps of hangers to secure beams.
8. Existing Ceiling Support
Where the ‘W’ braces meet the bottom
tie of the truss (usually at one third
intervals), drill through 2 no. holes with
a 6mm drill bit (supplied) to either side,
approximately 25mm down from the top
of the TeleBeams, and fix TeleBeams to
trusses with 100mm x 6mm stainless
steel screws (supplied), 2 no. per side (4 no. in total per Telebeam).
It is easier to drill these holes on the
ground or on the scaffold with the
positions marked out from the pattern
TeleBeam (see section 3).
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This fixing provides support to the existing ceiling ties at their current location, without
changing their effective span and only takes the dead load of the plasterboard ceiling.
Where ceiling ties require notching or removal to install stair trimming beams additional
fixings may be required. This can be provided by drilling through the side of trimmed
Telebeams and fixing to ceiling ties with additional 100mm x 6mm stainless steel
screws supplied.
9. Ceiling Collars
Provide 95 x 45mm C16 ceiling collars to height specified at nominal 600mm centres
down through the roof, with collars bolted to rafter section of truss with M12 nuts, bolts,
timber connectors and 50 x 50 x 3mm washers. Ensure that the effective span of the
rafter (distance between support bolts of collar and stud walls) does not exceed the
current rafter span. This will
determine the maximum width of the
room walls and how far the support
studs can be placed outside of the
current brace/rafter junction.
TeleBeam will provide further
guidance for this if required.
In most cases the stud walls can be
positioned flush with the ends of the
floor beams subject to this span
proviso. Screw fix collars to existing
inner braces with 2 no. 63mm wood
screws per junction prior to removal
of braces below collar line.
10. Ashlar Stud Walls
Form support studwork in 95 x 45mm C16 timber, with
horizontal sole plate and one stud per truss spacing.
Fix sole plate to TeleBeams with angle plates supplied
and screw through with 2 no. 3.5 x 40mm screws.
Where sole plates are joined, form butt joint over a
TeleBeam.
Fix studs to sole plate with 2 no. 65mm screws per
connection or, alternatively, provide galvanised angle
plates screwed to sole plate and stud, minimum 4 no. screws per bracket. Angle plates
are preferred as it is easier to locate the stud/plate positions by plumbing down from the
truss line above and securing one plate first prior to fixing of stud against the vertical
upstand as shown in the photograph. Bolt studs to rafter section of truss with M12 nuts,
bolts, timber connectors and 50 x 50 x 3mm washers, one bolt per joint.
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Where the ashlar wall studwork is interrupted by the stairwell, provide a timber purlin
support along the ashlar wall-line, with the purlin positioned directly to the underside of
the rafter section of the truss. (Check headroom over staircase to ensure a minimum of
2m below purlin). For a normal staircase width of opening (approximately 1m) provide 2
no. 95 x 45mm C24 purlin or equivalent to double studs or larger as directed by
TeleBeam for wider stairwells. Support purlins on double studs or gable wall for an end
staircase.
11. Cutting out of Braces
Building Control will often wish to inspect prior to the cutting out of the braces.
Thoroughly check all construction to ensure that all the collars are bolted and tightened
then roughly cut out all braces and trim back flush with the TeleBeams and rafters. Cut
back braces on original rafter section of truss with reciprocating saw and multipurpose
cutting blade to expose full room profile.

12. Fire/Sound Insulation
Provide 50mm thickness of Rockwool ‘Flexi’
between trusses directly on top of plasterboard,
running under Telebeams to give fire resistance
and protection if required, prior to installation of
beams (see Preparation of Loft Space, page 3
above).
Provide additional sound insulation to floors
between TeleBeams and extend sound insulation
through into eaves voids ensuring a snug fit with
thermal insulation system. Insulation to be
minimum 100mm of mineral wool minimum density 10kg/m3. Reclaimed insulation may
be used if suitable.
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13. Laying of Floors
Flooring is to be 22mm BS.EN.321 P5 tongued and
grooved flooring grade chipboard, laid with a nominal
10mm isolation joint around the perimeter of the
room.
TeleBeam recommend gluing the flooring with a
single 6/7mm horizontal bead to the full length of the
floor beams and outriggers using Everbuild Stixall
Extreme Power adhesive. All board joints to be
adhered with flooring manufacturers recommended
adhesive.

14. Roof Lights
Roof windows are to be installed to manufacturers specification including the provision
of all flashings and insulation collars as required. Reinforced rafters are to be provided
beside all roof window openings with timber trimming between. Generally double rafters
are required adjacent openings trimming out 1no. or 2no. rafters, and triple rafters
adjacent openings where 3no. or 4no. rafters require removal to form opening.
Reinforcing rafters require fixing to existing truss rafters with staggered ‘Paslode’ nails
or similar at 150mm centres and M12 bolt fixing at ashlar wall/collar connection
locations.
15. Dormers
Where dormers are required the cheek locations and overall width should respect
existing truss locations where possible. Small dormers at a maximum 1.8m (trimming
two truss rafters maximum) at 600mm centres do not require high level support. Large
full width dormers typically require a high level ridge beam as specified by Telebeam or
structural engineer.
Dormer facades can be built from either Telebeam outriggers or directly inline with the
existing wall plate, as indicated on the Telebeam layout or architectural specification
drawings. Dormer cheeks can be built directly from Telebeams or from triple rafters
allowing cheek location and external tile batten fixing.
16. Roof Insulation
Insulate roof and provide all necessary ventilation/vapour barrier as required in
accordance with the Building Regulation consent or requirements and continue down to
eaves line and wall insulation to prevent any cold bridging. Check correct insulation
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buildup and provision of all counter battens to give the required total rafter zone
thickness and eaves and ridge ventilation where required and liaise with Building
Control on suitability and details of insulation build up. Reclaimed braces can be ripped
down to provide additional rafter packing.
17. Wind Bracing
The existing diagonal timber wind bracing
restraint is replaced with 6mm WPB ply fixed
to the sloping part of the roof on the underside
line of the rafter/counter battens above the
plasterboard. Fix ply with 30mm screws to
rafter line at nominally 300mm centres. Form
access doors to eaves storage areas as
required.
Check integrity of existing lateral restraint
straps to ensure they are still functioning
correctly and secure to trusses/ashlar stud,
walling and flooring.
18. Binder Beam Support to Girder Truss
If you have a roof projection with a girder truss,
a binder beam may be required as per
Telebeam drawings and engineers calculations.
Position binder beam over girder truss and rest
onto TeleBeams beyond projection, bearing
onto the wall plate or gable wall. Drill through
‘toe’ of binder beam on line of ‘V’ groove with
11mm diameter drill bit (supplied) and bolt ‘toe’
to top flange of outrigger with 2no. M10 x 30mm
bolts (supplied) per junction. Captive nut plates
may be provided where double beams run parallel, allowing bolting between beams.
19. Completion of Installation
This completes the structural installation of TeleBeam. Complete the remainder of
finishes including plaster boarding, approved insulation method and all services.
Provide all necessary fire doors, smoke alarms as required by Building Control. Ensure
all electrical works are carried out by a competent registered contractor. All
plumbing/heating works should comply with water bylaws and to Gas Safe and OFTEC
requirements.
End of Instructions

